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Sexy Erotic Stories Volume 2 If youre
looking for steamy erotica, guaranteed to
turn you on and get you hot, youll find that
and more here in Volume 2 of Sexy Erotic
Stories. There are stories with independent,
sexy women eager to explore uncharted
sexual territory, whether its Shelly Davis in
April Fishers Star Attraction, who finally
gets the man of her dreams and everything
hes got to offer. Or Darlene Daniels lesbian
encounters in Staceys Awakening, which
gives us sexy girl-on-girl action. If group
sex makes you wet, be prepared to get off
with several stories of group sex and
gangbangs. Multiple partners, multiple
orgasms, multiple penetrations. Theres
something for everyone in this collection of
Sexy Erotic Stories. Star Attraction by
April Fisher Mike Timmons is a superstar
with a hot body who plays Brody on the hit
TV series The Bend in the Road. With his
awesome good looks and brooding eyes,
hes every womans dream man. He could
have his pick of any woman he chose.
Shelly Davis is an assistant editor on the
show and is one of Mikes closest friends.
Shes the one that the directors call on to
talk to Mike when hes in a snit. Shes had a
crush on Mike for the longest time, but
hasnt been able to bring herself to tell Mike
for fear of rejection. Push comes to shove,
however, when Shelly starts coaching Mike
on some acting technique. Shelly becomes
bold and finally reveals her attraction for
Mike. It starts a flaming affair that quickly
consumes them. Staceys Awakening: My
First Lesbian Lover by Darlene Daniels
With her husband deployed, Stacey has no
choice but to take care of her own sexual
needs. But when she begins to fantasize
about her friend Dana, she begins to
wonder about her own sexuality. Tall and
fit, Dana soon makes it clear that Stacey
isnt the only one with naughty fantasies,
and after a steamy shower in the gym, the
women realize there are more ways than
one to work out. Staceys first time
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satisfying her desires with another woman
leave her begging for more, and Dana
intends to give it to her - for the duration.
Double Penetration for the Bride: A Wife
Swap Double Team Short by Sara Scott
Andys wife Elena is sexually aggressive,
and he plans something special for her for a
honeymoon present, the two sexy
Hawaiians Keno and his wife Allani. The
foursome is incredible, but it gets even
more incredible when the sexy Hawaiian
girl guides Andy over to his brides virgin
asshole while her own husband is already
in her pussy! Its an amazing double
penetration for a brand new wife! Hard
Knocking at My Back Door: A Very
Rough First Anal Sex Short by Mary Ann
James Miss Price is in trouble. Shes turned
in a plagiarized term paper, and this
eighteen year old college girl is going to be
expelled. Fortunately for her, Professor
Seaton is willing to make other
arrangements. Unfortunately for her, that
means a rough teacher/student sex
encounter with deepthroat and very hard
first anal sex! Honeymoon Gangbang:
Surprised by My New Husband by June
Stevens My groom and I had already
decided on a marriage that allowed us to
sleep with whoever we wanted, but I didnt
expect him to arrange for a gang bang on
my wedding night! He did, though, and
when youre thrown, wedding dress and all,
into a group of four naked men with giant
cocks and looks that said it was happening,
periodwell, whats a bride to do but open
up?
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Lesbians, Gangbangs, Anal Sex, and the Bride (Audible Audio Edition): April Fisher, Darlene Daniels, Sara Scott, Mary
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Erotica Stories has 10 ratings Theres something for everyone in this story from first anal sex to first lesbian sex to
gangbang sex! 1. . Each of these stories gives a sexy twist on a wedding night. WEDDING NIGHT SEX BLISS Five
Bride Sex Erotica Stories by Watching his wife gangbanged proves too much. and other exciting erotic at ! This is a
story about a new bride called Madhuri. by MastMadhuriin Loving A housewife starts on a new journey. by
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